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Guardian Books. Paperback. Book Condition: New. Paperback.
210 pages. Dimensions: 8.0in. x 5.2in. x 0.4in.Resonating with
passion, pureness and simplicity, in Cherish The Moment,
Rosalind leads us on a journey into the hearts, souls and lives of
others. By transporting us to that majestic place of the raw
beauty of the heart and genuine connections between others,
Rosalind unplugs us from the bustle of our busy lives. This is a
treasure trove of precious, literary gems. Her words encourage
us to live with a gentler and quieter perspective in harmony with
the beauty around us, within us and with each other. - Phyllis-
Marie Healey, Author, Embracing Life: Finding Your Way
Through Loss and Grief Cherish the Moment is the third book
written by the author to pay tribute to the many ordinary people
who have created so many moments to cherish. It follows the
authors earlier books, Speak Their Name and Honour the
Memory, in that each poem tells a story and each story is unique
in its inspiration. These books of poetry are the authors way of
honouring all life and capturing precious moments in time,
responding to the mystery of life, holding dear the memories of
each day...
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An exceptional pdf and the typeface utilized was fascinating to read through. It can be writter in straightforward
words and phrases instead of confusing. I am just quickly could possibly get a delight of looking at a written ebook.
-- Pr of . Ar lie B og a n-- Pr of . Ar lie B og a n

It in a single of the best book. This is for those who statte there had not been a well worth reading through. Once you
begin to read the book, it is extremely difficult to leave it before concluding.
-- Dr . B a r ney R obel Jr .-- Dr . B a r ney R obel Jr .
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